The Wilmington University Library offers resources to use streaming videos in your courses. Choose from popular movies, documentaries, news clips and more!

Online Streaming Videos Guide: libguides.wilmu.edu/videos

Other Video Resources

ACADEMIC EARTH
SNAGFILMS
HIPPOCAMPUS
LEARNERS TV
TOP DOCUMENTARY FILMS
ARCHIVE OF AMERICAN TELEVISION
C-SPAN VIDEO LIBRARY
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VIDEO
FRONLINE
TED: IDEAS WORTH SPREADING

Get To Know Your Library

Find Articles and More
RESEARCH DATABASES
Online databases provided for all of your research needs

Find Books and More
DELAWARE LIBRARY CATALOG
Search our collection of owned materials

eBOOK COLLECTION
Over one-hundred thousand eBooks available

Library Services
LIBRARY INSTRUCTION
Request instruction from the Library for your course

RESEARCH CONSULTATION
Sit down with a librarian to get extra help
Digital Campus

Digital Campus, by Swank Motion Pictures, Inc, provides students access to popular movies. You can link to a film directly in a Blackboard course page.

Titles currently available from Digital Campus:

- Apollo 13
- Blood Work
- Casablanca
- Crash
- Eight Men Out
- Enron
- He’s Just Not That Into You
- I Am Sam
- Lean On Me
- Menace II Society
- Moneyball
- Philadelphia
- Precious
- The Hunger Games
- The Intern
- The New World
- This Is Where I Leave You
- Twelve Angry Men

Films On Demand

Films on Demand is a digital video database for streaming educational video content. It is the leading source of high-quality video and multimedia for academic, vocational and life-skills content. Videos are organized into comprehensive curriculum-based collections, covering thirty-one different subject areas. For instructions on how to use a video in your course, see the online Streaming Videos Guide.

Opposing Viewpoint/Global Issues in Context

Provides over 28,000 videos of news and television clips in a variety of popular subject areas.

Kanopy Streaming Videos

Provides access to over 20,000 films, ranging from documentaries, indie and foreign films, must-see classics and blockbuster movies.

Harvard Faculty Seminar Series

Provides access to videos from the Harvard Business School Faculty Seminar Series. Topics include organizational learning, leadership, business strategies, marketing, and management. Videos can be found by searching within Business Source Ultimate.

Ambrose Video

Ambrose Video provides 17 video titles which includes the following: History of Western Art- Volumes 1-6, Romeo and Juliet, Othello, Macbeth and the Complete History of U.S. Wars - 8 part series.

Education in Video

Education in Video consists of teaching demonstrations, lectures, documentaries, and primary-source footage of students and teachers in actual classrooms.

PsycTHERAPY

American Psychological Association’s database of streaming psychotherapy videos. Featuring expert psychotherapists demonstrating the approaches for which they are known in unscripted, spontaneous sessions, PsycTHERAPY provides access to hundreds of hours of therapy demonstrations involving diverse participants and various presenting issues.

Want to use videos within your Blackboard course page? It’s easy!

Once you open a video, copy the friendly URL/permalink provided. This link can either become a Web Link for student access or be used by students for an assignment. For more information, please see the online Streaming Videos Guide.